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APPENDIX 1  
The basic economic considerations underpinning the upcoming revolution 

in Bulgaria

If you ask the Bulgarians “What will the average salary in this country be in 10 years?” it is likely that only 1 in 1000 people 
will say something meaningful. I have selected that question because asking about Purchasing Power or GDP projection or annual 
growth percentage returns a blank altogether. Yet all these people are sold on to the idea of pending prosperity1! The obvious facts are 
that 1) they have no clue, and 2) they are daydreaming.

I’ve run the exercise of plotting the average monthly salary (about Euro 300 this year, 2009) assuming an overoptimistic 5% 
average annual growth. That yields about Euro 500 as the average monthly salary for the year 2020!!! Some Euro 850 is the champion 
– the salary in 2030!!! You please tell me if you would accept the political leaders and the system that have brought you here, after 
such a revelation. And that is not at all the worst news. Here it is: when calculating the purchasing power relative to the current level, 

the sorry direction, namely just above Euro 400 and 550, respectively for 2020 and 2030, which corresponds to some meager 37% 
aggregated increase of the purchasing power during each ten-year period! Graph A 1.1 depicts the situation nobody likes to look at.  

That the ordinary people can’t handle those questions and answers is no big deal: I doubt the rate of those in Western Europe 
will be different, if interviewed about their economic situation in similar terms. The crime lies with the politicians who do not live up 
to the responsibility coming with the positions they aspire to and occupy, after their precious shows we all use to call elections wind 
down. You may prefer that we call it misdemeanor, and for the West European politicians I would agree, if you insist; however, for 

-
ter: playing with the hopes of people should be a serious offence. Irresponsibility, if not promptly punished, will spread around like 

thinking,” under which it is usually disguised. The question is “Why do we need to see empires crumbling, again and again, in order 
to realize it was too late to react, then?” Is it still not clear to everyone that inadequate accountability has doomed modern democ-
racy, which then has gravitated to form an ugly mutant more deserving of the name “Nomenklaturocracy?”

Now, if you thought that above set of projections resonates as a shocking revelation, think again: I would invite you to brace for 
more. Shamefully, the average pension this year (2009) is between Euro 100 and 120 a month, dependent on the information source, 
and in either case lies around the poverty line, estimated at about Euro 110 a month. Please be reminded that there reside more than 3 

1 and they did expect it imminent
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million retirees in this 
country; after such 
recollection you can 
start appreciating the 
role of the secondary 
and tertiary income 
sources, the minimum 
pension being about 
Euro 70!

If we then apply 
the same assumptions 
for the growth projec-
tions and corrections 

-
ture emerges as piti-
ful as nobody would 
like it to be. Just take 
a look at Graph A 
1.2 and tell me how 
could the people con-
cerned be anything 
but hopeless. Because 
Euro 120 a month is 

reported as the minimum salary, we’ll take that as the 
true value for the average pension as well, thereby get-
ting the idea about all the sorry categories mentioned 
above, in terms of their expected evolution, if every-
thing goes according to plan (the Brussels supervised 
one, of course). In 2020 we promise our retirees to take 
home 200 Euro monthly, with the projected purchasing 
power of 166 current Euros; in 2030 they will receive 
about 330, to purchase as much as with 220 today: great 
prospect, ain’t it? Macabre as it sounds, I am pretty sure 
many would react to your queries with them in a sim-
plest philosophical manner: “Luckily, we won’t live to 
experience that mockery!”

and 30 % of the population today is living below the 
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poverty line (I would rest my case here, in order to focus on the remainder of the big trouble), and with government statistics implying 
that another 20 to 30 % just hover above that level, the trends projected here can’t be labeled anything else than extremely worrisome. 

2.
Smudged into the EU amalgam, under the squeegee of EC directives Bulgaria is bound to loose its national identity and to have 

its fate as THE European underdog sealed, for as long as the Union lasts. This is totally unacceptable to any true Bulgarian patriot, 
or for some of you – e.g. like those for whom the American troops are patriots while the Iraqi insurgents are simply nationalists, as 
were the Viet Cong troops before that, etc. – to any genuine Bulgarian nationalist3. If you permit my humble expression of irony, the 
Balkan lion is being rapidly eaten up by the European rats, and will soon be swallowed, perhaps even washed down their throats by 

So, let me start here with a few introductory terms and ideas, and some illustrations of the key points; you can’t expect me to 
pour out all the nitty-gritty of the new system as it is not the purpose of this book – I’ll try to develop it in more comprehensible way 
elsewhere, hence only the main points will be thrown herein: 

• VAT – a cumbersome creature with its inevitably mess-generating archaic “recovery” system – must be scrapped. Besides 
being a tremendous administrative headache it is probably the most common tool for what I call purely bureaucracy-generated fraud 
in Bulgaria. Replacing it with anything will be a progress, full stop. One option being the “sales tax” so common in the US, I actually 

heavy – drastic indeed – slap on companies. But think again: if we scrap VAT, remove the “social security” and “medical insurance” 
payments the employers are due, the balance is not unfavorable for them, and that in addition to getting rid of those messy “socialist” 
creatures, just good for extra administrative effort. Hence while saving considerable expenses on either side of the divide such form 

-
stitute for the government revenue from the VAT-era. Yes, much more than adequate because meanwhile this mechanism would help 
eradicate other practices whereby businesses elude taxation and even fraudulently drain the treasury: I’ve touched on some already, 

here, will be made a dangerously treacherous territory, because the expense for the one partner in a deal is turnover for the other. The 
only thing needed to complete the mechanism and make it bullet-proof is to mandate that all such transactions be made through one 
and the same state-controlled bank.
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• Basic Income. Now, before I start being loudly chastised by the socialists, let me develop further the model proposed here. It 

introduce in Bulgaria the so-called “basic income.” This practice exists for many years now, at least partially, in some countries, thus 
I am not the inventor. So, imagine now that every mature citizen is assigned a monthly allowance of 150 Euro, called basic income 

one for adults receivable between the age up to 5, a half between 6 and 12, and three quarters in the period 12-16. Assume now this 

for those who are out of work. (I guess you see the tremendous savings for the state, in terms of dropping all the administrative mess 
involved with these categories prior to such reform.) Assume then that for those who work this same amount is tax-free – that is, it 
represents their share of the BI entitlement to each and every citizen – therefore justice is done to them, too. Now you can see why 
scrapping the monthly social security payments, which everyone knows are inadequate anyway, can be done. There is no retirement 
age: everyone can work as per his or her ability, health permitting, and per their market value, in terms of wage4. At the same time, the 
BI acts in fact as a minimum salary: nobody would accept a job offer for less. As far as the medical insurance is concerned, the return 
to state-sponsored medical care is the solution. Whoever needs a “higher level” of care can go to the private clinics and sanatoria, and 
pay accordingly; the state would restore the previously acceptably functioning system of public hospitals and clinics.

This seemingly “socialist” maneuver has in fact nothing to do with political orientation. It is a result of cool analysis and a mat-
ter of belief in justice for all. See, the state belongs to all its citizens, i.e. we can regard Bulgaria as a corporation with about 8 million 
shareholders, each having one share with equal value, resp. rights as everybody else. If so, the target of the corporation should be to 
ensure dividends equally distributed to its stakeholders. And if – as I do maintain – there is a mechanism to provide some basic ben-

to serve his/her people. Moreover, the BI becomes a common, unifying economic target, simple and comprehensible by all citizenry 
alike: each and every Bulgarian will have a vested interest to contribute to its largest possible indexation, year upon year5.

• BACK TO BASICS. I call so a package of reforms that envision in fact reversing the “reforms” of the “democrats,” “Euro-
6 – who have managed to 

(i) Restore the education curriculum as it was in the 1970’s minus the ideological disciplines (these, including all religious 
teachings, can be taught on a voluntary basis).

(ii) Reintroduce compulsory army service for all men – and voluntary for young women – including the so called “trudovak” 
corps, i.e. a parallel paramilitary service for those with lowest education and skills or creed-predetermined incompatibility with armed 

managed this conscripts-based part of the army can generate rather sizeable revenue for the Defense Ministry, in order to reduce its 
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burden on the budget.
(iii) Increase productivity by extending working time: 1) through national holidays reform, i.e. scrap all but 4 bank holidays 

a year, 2) mandate a 6-days, 8-hour a day, 48-hour working week across the board, and 3) reduce the period of yearly vacation from 

(iv) Reintroduce state-supervised maturity exams for all basic subjects of study after 4th, 8th and 12th grades, and separately 
acceptance exams for Universities. Review graduation programs, procedures and criteria for colleges and universities in view of re-
quirements to be met such that to prevent money from purchasing diplomas. Realign all education programs in order to have the 4th-, 
8th-, and 12th graders from private and government-sponsored (subsidized) schools alike master the same minimum knowledge per 
given maturity mark (success rate).

(v) Make voting compulsory for a selected electorate, based on three simple criteria: citizenship, permanent residence (with 
proven tax record) and completed 8th grade of basic education.

(vi) Create a computerized data bank for all citizens.

(ix) Introduce assets expropriation plus forced labor terms, as additional penalty for serious offenders.
(x) Mandate revocation of civil rights for all convicts while serving their sentences, and prohibition for them to hold public 

jobs after that, except for the lowest level (janitors and the like).
(xi) Try organizing kibbutzim, tapping on the experience in Israel, in an attempt to help the Gypsies overcome their nomadic 

habits.
(xii) Scrap tax on dividends and tax on interest on bank deposits. Introduce stimuli for retirement-orientated savings schemes.

Introduce legislation rendering illegal the parachuting of political appointees into the state administration. Copy that to the system of 
selecting the local authorities.

is no business and nobody can be reproached, let alone held accountable, for their views there is no place for immunity – immunity 
to what; why should in such a country someone have more rights/privileges than the rest?

(xv) Amend the constitution; among others, the single article on free speech must read: “Every citizen has the right to express 
him/herself to the best of his/her knowledge, beliefs, convictions and abilities.” Insert clauses that (i) there is no amnesty, nor expi-
ration terms (statute of limitations), for crimes against the people of Bulgaria and their state, and (ii) these are retroactive up to 120 
years back in history.

(xvi) Recover all misappropriated assets, funds and money, introduce revenue-generating punitive system; prosecute all politi-

(xvii) Introduce in the preamble of the new Constitution lines referring to the condemnation of 1) the Saxe-Coburg-Gotha dy-
nasty, for the 4 national catastrophes they brought upon the nation, for wielding support to political groups that unleashed terror onto 
the population in the period 1920-1940, and for failing to unify with the Motherland at least the South-Western Bulgaria known now 
as Republic of Makedonia, 2) the Bulgarian Communist Party, for its entire criminal and terrorist activity against the interests of the 
nation, as well as towards a countless number of private individuals, from the 1920’s up until present time, and 3) the political parties 
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that have been in power after 1989 and until the Revolution, for incompetence, neglect, irresponsibility, corruption and betrayal of 
the national interests.

(xviii) Decentralize the Government by dispersing the Ministries to cities other than the overpopulated capital. Restructure 
them to the necessary minimum of employees.

(xx) Reform the law so that no political activist (a politically active person who may or may not be remunerated for that) 

people).
(xxi) Reinstate the preeminence of the BDS, so an effective control on products can be reintroduced, especially on food and 

beverage, conformal to the traditions and norms prevailing in Bulgaria.
(xxii) Declare the sanctity of national heritage and recover all stolen, smuggled or “just acquired” items. Enact heavy penal-

ties for smugglers, robbers and the like.
(xxiii) Declare the sanctity of national parks and natural reserves; introduce and enforce heavy penalties for offenders; recover 

misappropriated and/or damaged areas.
(xxiv) Introduce progressive taxing scale for individual income: 10-15-20%.

(xxvi) Drop VAT.
(xxvii) Substitute pension and dole with a “Basic Income.”
(xxviii) Disband the current “medical insurance system” and return to the simple “free for all” medical service scheme, updated 

and optimized.

(xxx) Enact a ban on import (or alternatively high tariffs/import duties) for all products that Bulgarian agriculture can pro-
duce. 

ideas whatsoever. Hence if such a concept would be reviewed by a larger group of specialists, non bound politically, preferably with 
extended experience both inside the country and abroad, the model can evolve into a palpable, practicable system. Still, assuming 
someone would pay attention to the proposal elevated here I have made the effort to estimate to what extent the real-life case is viable 

possible, from point of view of the projections needing to be made based on the nearest example in real life (i.e. 2008: please consult 
Chapter 42). Of course, this is then too much of a hypothetical exercise since it can’t happen in reality no matter what – we are now 
2009 – yet I believe it’s worth the effort.

some inconsistencies. Nonetheless, even if some difference in the methodology is the reason for the huge difference vis-à-vis trade 
balance/foreign debt the graph from the Economist data is useful in that it provides comparison with other countries in similar pre-
dicament. Hence even if the absolute values might be in need of scaling down/up, the trends are unmistakable. Elsewhere data from 
IMF shown in the site of the Finance Ministry contradicts their own data and my guess is they use those because of the more favor-
able conclusions one would derive. In other words, amid factual errors and contradicting numbers in the reports on the site, by sifting 
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again, just to evaluate trends. Once convinced in the unforgiving tendency one starts searching for the solution, and that inevitably 

Here are my numbers:
Essentially this revolution postulates that a country must be run as a large corporation – in the case of mine it is actually a 

create added value within the economy such that the GDP would grow, say by 5% average, year on year, at the very least. Achieving 

-
trolled within 2-3% on annual basis, the real increase in purchasing power will be no less than 2%, with clear understanding by all 
shareholders that it is entirely in their hands to – collectively and unilaterally – derive higher dividends. The boost compared with the 
current state of affairs comes from the initial one-time large raise of the minimum salary, the provision of equal base for everyone, 

I need to mention also that the presumption here is the prices will stay unchanged, such as the market has accepted them prior 

Let’s assume 2 M retirees will prefer to stay on the pension/Basic Income and only 1,2 – 1,5 M will go for working for the 
higher salary7. In a worst-case scenario, we’d take it that 0,5 M people would be unemployed, compared to 0,2-0,3 M now. With the 
balance to say 8 M of population being about 1 M of kids, including 0,5 M students aged 16 or older also on state support, that trans-

6 6)) worth of basic income disbursement8.
On the other end the picture looks as follows: As the minimum wage has been jump-started 25% year-on-year, the average sal-

ary should have notched up as well. Let’s stay conservative and assume this growth has been a very modest 10% only. With a shy 4 
M for the fully employed, that is a brut of (330x12x4x106) = Euro 16 bn. Subtracting the tax rebate of (150x12x4x106) = Euro 7,2 bn, 
leaves us Euro 8,8 bn. Additional rebates (e.g. as birth rate enhancement stimulus, the extraordinary temporary exception for working 

the much fairer progressive tax with just two more levels (say taxable Euro 2500 and 5000), rated 15 and 20% respectively, should 

about Euro 1 bn as well. Sales tax at 5% on turnover should yield between 5 and 10 bn. Here’s the rationale: Last available full-year 
data (2008) cites income from corporate tax in excess of 1 bn. In normal countries that would mean turnover of some 100 bn9, with as-

that would be making losses: some of these would be businesses genuinely in trouble or just starting up; however, the predominant 

6
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1

2

3

4

STRUCTURE OF THE OUTLAYS, 2010 Euro, bn
Total of expenses, transfers and EU fee 15,30
         Current expenses 12,10
                              Salaries and wages5 2,00
                              Maintenance 2,50
                              Subsidies 0,60
                              Basic Income 6,00
                              Medical Care System 1,00
         Capital Expenditures and state reserve 2,40
         Interest expenses 0,30
         EU fee 0,50

STRUCTURE OF THE REVENUE, 2010 Euro, bn
Total Revenue 15,30
Income from taxes 13,00
             Income from Direct Taxes 10,00
                          Corporate tax 1,00
                          Income tax 1,00
                          Sales Tax 8,00
             Income from Indirect Taxes 2,60
                          Excise duties 2,00
                          Customs duties1 0,10
                          Penalties on real estate2 0,50
            Other Taxes4 0,40
Non-Tax Income 2,00
                          Transfers from BNB3 0,20
                          Others4 1,80
Assistance4 0,30

Table A1.1

Table A1.2

part will simply be relying on dual-entry 
accounting so that none of their cash goes 
in the direction of the treasury. And then 
there’s the gray economy…

In other words, I would be comfort-
able to plan for 8 bn from that category, at 
the startup rate of 5%, and would in fact 
expect a surplus of at least 2 bn more. The 
gray economy will be straight jacketed in 
a very different, very simple yet very mod-
ern manner: The new state must take an 
additional precautionary measure with re-

perhaps offering non-controlling share to 
the public, which bank will have no right 
to give credit loans, nor engaging in any 
other sort of risky operations (if I would 
have a say, I’d forbid ANY dealing in de-
rivatives in this country). It will serve as 
THE interface between the people and the 
state, as well as between the businesses 
and their partners/customers, employees 
and the state, in that ALL physical and 
legal entities will be obliged by law to 
interact – as far as their compensations, 
turnover and taxes are concerned – with 
the state (as well as their counterparts) 
through accounts in this bank, and, re-
ciprocally, to receive their basic income, 
child support, and whatever else they are 
due by the state institutions through these 
accounts. With (i) strict – and vigorously 
enforced – rules on the primary business 
transactions channeled through this bank, 
in order to have the accounting books ac-
cepted and the clean tax-wise status ac-
knowledged, and with (ii) all the Nomen-
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taken out to the same camps, the gray economy will disappear and the budget will in fact be way healthier than until now10.
The budget example presented in Tables A 1.(1,2) is the simplest, pessimistic case version, just for you to visualize the fact that 

the proposed reform should basically work in all its aspects, even without the extra incomes this revolution should start generating, 

will take a while to materialize.

of the totally reformed state, the budget can be managed, and is easy to balance even under the most conservative conditions. In real-
ity the introduction of those reforms will need an adjustment period: alas, we can’t rely on the Good Fairy to come and help, with 

state administration, (ii) terminating the state subsidies to all political organizations, and expropriating all their assets, as a partial 
compensation for their collective guilt of bringing this unenviable predicament upon the nation (iii) reducing to minimum the run-
ning cost of the Parliament – no salary (just receiving the Basic Income, so that to work towards its expedient indexation) and no 

proportional to their wrongdoings11, etc. That start-up period, preferably no longer than a year, should also see the readying of the new 
state bank, with every citizen and every business having an account therein. The transition from the cumbersome VAT tax with all 
its messy reimbursement12 mechanism – subject to everything from simple cheating to heavy abuses, fraud and what have you – and 
administrating nightmare, to the simpler sales tax will need negotiating quarterly amounts, which should serve as transitional dues to 

is to have it low enough to avoid too heavy a burden on the business community while providing balanced budget within the targeted 
performance of all social programs and all sectors of the economy, in a healthy state machine where no component is neglected. 

11

12
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Growth in this state is certain to materialize, once justice is served, psychological and emotional pressure steamed out, corruption 
evaporated, and the traditional Bulgarian workaholism, creativity and ingenuity unleashed.

The reduction of the state administration, besides the decrease of personnel due to disappearance of the social security in its 
previous form, will have to include other employees as well, for example in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs: all but ten embassies 
should be closed, and assets they might possess – real estate or else – converted into cash equivalents. There is not, and there can not 
be added value for the impoverished Bulgarians, contributed by an embassy in just about each and every country in the world, and 

enough: I can bet with you that not even a single nano-decibel will be the difference, before and after, in terms of the level of publicity 
about Bulgaria, or the trading activity, or whichever other category you might select. This is the sad reality today: we do have plenty 

saving the state the effort and the cash.  
The termination of the Brusselocratic State Budget bleeding practice that is called subsidies for politically active organizations 

– parties, trade unions and all the rest – will show up directly on the table. However, I can’t identify it in the published information 
since it is veiled somewhere within the “Subsidies” or/and “Maintenance” items: that is at least my presumption. Nonetheless, in 
the exercise above I have left these items untouched, compared to the 2008 starting point (see Chapter 42), so that a truly worst-case 
scenario is played out here.

The question may be raised “What about the businesses, are we not going to scare them off with the sales tax, and send them 
packing?” My answer to that is “I don’t think so.” Indeed, if you think about it, they are not at all worse off, given: (i) the scrapping 

extra personnel at their Accounting Depts, hence that is a real saving, and not a very small one, even for those who may eventually be 

administrating, deletes somewhere between 20 and 30 % of the cost of labor, (iii) the introduction of new working conditions – the 
Back to Basics package which consists of 48-hour, 6-day working/studying week, reduction of paid vacation, plus canceling all but 
four national holidays yearly (January 1st, March 3rd, May 24th, September 6th)13 – should boost productivity and further enhance our 
labor force’s competitivity. I do believe that only those who rely on illegal practices – such as cheating with invoices, insuring their 
personnel on the minimum salary while paying them the rest in black, etc. – to make money, will mourn the old system, and may quit. 
From the state’s point of view there will not be so much regret about them, as long as all legitimate ones stay put.

One of the assumptions that is also a speculative one on my part is that funneling Euro 1 bn in the existing state subsidized 
system of medical clinics and hospitals would be enough to provide free of charge the basic necessary services to all Bulgarian citi-

14) but we have to start from somewhere, and that is a good step in 
13

14
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the right direction; in addition, scrapping the administration of the former “medical bank” will add extra savings in that system. That 

-

So, throwing this gang out of the windows is the least they deserve: in any case, what do we have the Ministry of People’s Health for? 
Aren’t they capable of running a couple of hundreds of state-owned hospitals and clinics? Of course today they are not capable, and 
they will never be unless the current practice of parachuting political appointees is abandoned forever, as suggested here. Recruit a 
capable team of managers, triple their current salaries, allow them to double the salaries of their personnel, and they shall put order 
in the house in zero time, and with less than half the current personnel. And that goes for all ministries, and all other administrative 
cells. Get the political plague out of there and everything will begin to function! Ban professional politics and the country shall begin 
to bloom!

If properly organized the new state will have streams of revenue, hopefully exceptional, and lasting for a couple of years only, 
-

alike: today every citizen violates the rules no less than once a day! The Ministry of Justice, through the penitentiaries for the 40 or 
50 thousands of new offenders, should add a good portion, too, while completing a few large and a multitude of smaller projects for 
the nation. In terms of one-time items, the expropriated assets of the top twenty offenders will for sure accumulate to an amount of 
the size of the yearly budget of the country; the remainder of them can yield another three to four lumps of the same order. While the 
recovery of that will neither be realistic to expect to materialize up to the full extent, nor could be expected to happen in a matter of a 
couple of years, the exercise will provide the country with a bloodline that it was deprived of, by the bunch of scoundrels in question, 

and otherwise, in all spheres of activities.

***

meager budget? What future would you expect, for such a country? The systematic, almost 20 years long destruction of the economy, 
including the agriculture and its dependent industry – traditional sources of prosperity in this land – has led to individual incomes so 

15 of the “middle class” – a loosely 
picked term here to denote the category of those who would be liable to pay more, if a progressive taxing system had applied – are 
legitimate high wage earners.

With corporate tax – after a series of decreasing measures – in the 30’s percentage points, and with progressive systems of individual 
income tax usually starting from the 20’s and quickly climbing another 20-30 points at home, such a reaction is not a surprise. Then 
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– because until now it is not mentioned – there is no communal 
tax in Bulgaria either! Can you imagine that a Belgian citizen 

-
mediately after the tax deductibles, at 35%, and quickly pro-
gressing to 55%, for the amount in the highest brackets? And 
then they ask him to pay an additional communal tax (you can 
compare that to the state tax in the US), 7 to 9%, dependent 
on the community, on the remainder of the taxable total after 
the federal withdrawal? “That is now a serious state budget,” 
you would probably conclude. The main question is, does the 

way his Government spends his money. I’d leave that for you to 
research; the point here is that unless overspending for admin-
istration, political businesses, charitable donations and all other 
sorts of non-productive (no return generating) activities, such 
state has a strong base and therefore the resource to successfully 

our way.
As to Bulgaria, today on its knees, its people have some 

painful decisions to make…
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Photo 43.68 The ancient amphitheatre in Plovdiv


